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We are so lucky to meet wonderful people in 
our business whether its the creative world of 
our designer, Mary,  the enigmatic and crazy 
world of Miquel and Lucia in Ecuador, the 
knitters, whether they are new parents or great 
grandmothers or fathers, or the import agent 
and all his dogs, or the stylish shops we sell 
to.... or, of course, our customers who without 
exception are creative, fun loving, life affirming 
personalities. 
And so it was lucky that someone suggested 
that we should get some characters into the 
catalogue. We met up with Junko a beautiful 
Japanese lady who by chance practiced the 
ancient art of ikebana. Junko taught us to listen 
to nature and learn to dance with the flowers. We 
wanted to connect with nature so we contacted 
Cheshire’s iconic forager, Freddie and little 
did I know he would be a natural in front of the 
camera! 
We all thank you for taking the time to look at our 
little story of beautiful knitwear.

PS There are many more photos on line for you 
to view the styles here.

James

Patchwork Portrait Blanket.  100% Deliciously 
soft sheeps Wool, Hand knit in Ecuador.    240cm 95” x 
140cm 55.12”     AW18MHBL100   £350
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Flowerpatch Blanket:  
Perfect to wrap up in or stylish 
winter throw. 100% Deliciously 
soft sheeps wool and hand knit 
.. yes, patiently, lovingly, hand 
knit in Ecuador.      
240cm 95” x 140cm 55”    
20MH233   £370
Quote is from“Emily Dickinson”
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Passionate people will always bring something to the party. I met 
Junko when lock down was first lifted in a cafe in Manchester. Junko, 
a music journalist, a character, a gardener, and now.... a master of 
Ikebana. The Japanese art of arranging flowers, Junko shows us how 
we can dance with the flowers. Ikebana is so much more than flower 
arranging, it is “the act of giving another life to flowers, allowing them 
to perform”. She has studied under the best masters in Japan and 
now gives ikebana classes and demonstrations all over the UK. To 
find out more please go to her website.

ikebana-eastandwest.weebly.com

Junko Popham
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Betty Cardigan V neck looks good open and closed. Blanket stripes in vibrant colours with graphic 
details, and two comfy pockets, a cropped cardigan with tagua buttons. Handknit in Ecuador in luxurious soft 
Peruvian wool. 3 sizes S,M,L. Length S 65cm  25.6 Chest S  109cm 42.90”// M 119cm 42.91”// L  128cm 48.82  
20MH238 Multi    £230
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Traders Blanket PO  A reworked amano classic, denim friendly with vibrant highlight colours. Handknit 
in Ecuador in luxurious soft Peruvian wool  Two colours: Multi above and Tonal (page 8 and 9) Unisex with 
additional sizes. Chest S  106cm 41.73”, M  116cm 45.66” , L  126cm 49.62”,  XL 136cm 53.5”
20MH229 Multi    £225
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People Wrap  Inspired by indigenous artwork, a mix of colours and pattern, two large pockets at front. 
Handknit in Ecuador in luxurious soft Peruvian wool. 2 Sizes:  Chest s/m 120cm 47”  m/l 140cm 55” 
20MH225 Grey:    £225
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Freddie

Fred says you can get these three AWARD WINNING jars, Hedgerow Harvest Jam, Raspberry Jam and 
Mulled Plum Jam for £10 and with the code AMANO10 he will give you a wonderful 10% off.    
For Vegetable and fruit boxes contact: Freddie at  www.fruitsoftheforage.co.uk

Fruits of the forage

Freddie runs this great company with his brother and Mum. They make 
delicious award winning preserves, cordials and spirits from foraged fruits.. 
how wonderful is that?
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Traders Blanket PO  A reworked amano classic, round neck with small roll, stripe knit with earthy colours 
and vibrant highlights. S,M,L and XL. Handknit in Ecuador in luxurious soft Peruvian wool.    
    20MH229 Multi    £225 
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Flowerpatch PO  playful floral patch work, complimentary colour pallet of vibrant and soft tones. Boxy 
shape, with feature ribbed collar and trims, stepped hem with side slits.Handknit in Ecuador in luxurious soft 
Peruvian wool. S/M 124cm 48.8” M/L 136cm 53.5” Length 63cm 24.8”      20MH227 Multi    £225
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Fairisle Hooded Coatigan with stripes and vibrant fairisle patches, soft moss stitch collar and cosy 
hood. Tagua toggles, two big pockets. 100% soft Peruvian wool, hand knit in Ecuador. 2 Sizes: Chest s/m 10-14 
116cm 45.5” m/l 14-18 126cm 49”  20MH222 Circus Turq    £225     
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Flower Patch Wrap This is stunning with big amano pockets, with a great depth of colour and thoughtful 
flower placement in complimentary colours. Hand knit in Ibarra in north Ecuador in luxurious Peruvian wool.  
2 Sizes:Chest s/m 8-14 120cm  m/l 14-20  140cm      20MH224   £239
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Sixties Wrap Cropped sleeve edge to edge wrap, simple silhouette, statement colourful crochet pockets, 
side slits, with textured back detail. Hand knit in Ibarra in north Ecuador in luxurious Peruvian wool. 2 Sizes: 
Chest s/m 8-14 120cm  m/l 14-20 140cm        20MH230   £239
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Fairisle Hooded Coatigan  Playful coatigan, with stripes and vibrant fairisle patches, soft moss stitch 
collar and cosy hood. Tagua toggles, two big pockets. 100% soft Peruvian wool, hand knit in Ecuador. 2 Sizes: 
Chest s/m 10-14 116cm 45.5” m/l 14-18 126cm 49” 20MH222 Circus Turq    £225     
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Zooey Alpaca Wrap  A super soft and light hug of a wrap, colourful sleeves, fairisle panels, cosy rolled edge 
with big pockets. 89% Alpaca 11% Polyamide, Knit in Lima, Peru. 2 Sizes: Chest s/m 8-14 130cm/51” m/l 14-20 
139cm/54.5”  AW18AP3  £245 
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Mystique Flower Pulli Soft and light, warm and cosy, Mary Quant style flowers on boxy pullover, (stepped 
hem with side splits) 89% Alpaca, 11% Polyamide. Hand knit in Ecuador. Two sizes. S/M 120cm 47” M/L Chest 138cm 
/54”  AW19MH54   £240   
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Fleurie Wrap: Soft and light, warm and cosy; two pockets, 89% Alpaca, 11% Polyamide. knit in Lima, Peru. One 
size. Chest 138cm /54”  20ap260   £250   
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Allie Pullover  Fluted silhouette, with flashes 
of bold colour set against raspberry alpaca. Very soft 
and light. 89% Alpaca 11% Polyamide  Hand loomed 
in Lima.3 Sizes Chest S 104cm,M 110cm ,L 116cm 
AW18AP2   £195

Sonny Wrap, Big bold sunflower design in 
strong colours, two great pockets, Hand knit in 
Ecuador. 100% Wool. 2 Sizes: Chest s/m 10-14  
124cm  m/l  14-18 136cm        
AW18MH17   £235
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Jude Wrap    Multi fairisle, colourblock wrap, 100% Wool, particularly beautifully hand knit in Ecuador, 2 Sizes: 
Chest s/m 8-12 120cm 47”  m/l 14-18 140cm 55”          AW18MH4   £195     
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Seymour Wrap Cozy Cables, highlighted with colourful embroidery, big pockets, quirky details add more 
character. Soft and light alpaca. Hand Knit in Ecuador. 2 Sizes: Chest s/m 10-14 124cm m/l  14-18 136cm         
AW19MH24 Blueberry £250     AW18MH25ac Scarf Blueberry £60
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New England Cardi V Neck Cardi. Vintage flavour, denim florals continue on back, cropped colour 
blocked cardi with contrast pockets and textured moss stitch trims with tagua buttons. More photos on line.
Handknit in Ecuador in luxurious soft Peruvian wool. 3 sizes S,M and a L. Length S 65cm  25.6”  
 Chest S  109cm 42.90”// M 119cm 42.91”// L  128cm 48.82       20MH231   £235
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The Portrait Wrap Magical patchwork with 
sunflower, starbursts, tulips and various textures,two 
cosy pockets. Hand Knit in Ecuador. 100% beautiful 
soft sheeps wool. 2 Sizes: Chest s/m 8-12 120cm 47”  
m/l 14-18 140cm  55.2” AW19MH52 Multi £215

Lottie Hooded Coatigan  Abstract flower wraps 
around the body, soft moss stitch collar and cosy hood. 
Tagua buttons, two pockets. 100% wool, hand knit in 
Ecuador. 2 Sizes: Chest s/m 10-14 116cm m/l 14-18 126cm               
  19MH59   £195 
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Wave cardi  Indigenous patterns all over the wrap in natural and deep navy, two great amano pockets, and 
luxury. A busy unisex style for us all100% wool, hand knit in Ecuador.         2 Sizes: Chest s/m 10-14 116cm m/l 14-18 
126cm      19MH59   £195
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The Happy knit cardi  A classic amano, multi-
coloured, spots and stripes. Hand Knit in Bolivia. 100% 
Cotton. 2 Sizes:Chest s/m 8-14 104cm 43”  m/l 14-18 
112cm 44”CC1815 Navy £195

Jude Wrap    Tonal fairisle, colourblock wrap, 100% 
Wool, particularly beautifully hand knit in Ecuador, 2 
Sizes: Chest s/m 8-12 120cm 47”  m/l 14-18 140cm 55”         
AW18MH4   £195     
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Wool Scarf 100% beautiful soft merino.  
Flower (top) Scarf Multi £68
Butterfly

The Happy knit cardi.   (see opposite)                 
CC1815 Nat £195
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Wrap Me Up cardigan: Big, chunky, cabled, textured, with pockets. Hand Knit in Ecuador. 100% Wool. 
2 Sizes:Chest s/m 8-12 120cm 49.50”  m/l 14-18 140cm  53.5” Length 80cm      
20MH237 Rust or Cheen Grey £185
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Nellore Jacket A classic long jacket with waterfall 
collar and pockets. 100% wool. 2 Sizes: S/M (10-14) and 
L/XL (14-18)   NJWJF  £256

Runi Reversible Waistcoat Jacket 
Loomed in Rajasthan. 100% beautiful soft sheeps wool. 
2 Sizes: S/M (10-14) and L/XL (14-18)        
AW19MH52 Multi £175   
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Candy

Finn

Roses

Snowie
Beanie £35 and gloves £35, 100% wool, Hand knit in Ecuador
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Sula Jacket  Loose fitting jacket, with roll collar 
and pockets.   2 Sizes: S/M (10-14) and L/XL (14-18)     
SJRED £214

Dev Reversible Coat Loose fitting coat in fibrant 
colours, loomed in India. 100% Wool,    
2 Sizes: S/M (10-14) and L/XL (14-18)     
NRDEAW1802  £245    
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Mis-Matching Knee 
Socks  Knee high sock in a 
array of colours: fucshia, purple, 
turquoise, yellow, orange.    
MIS001 £23.00

Mis-Matching Crew Socks
MIS002 £19.00

CosmosAutumn Blueberry

Socks are made in the USA by 
one of the most sustainable 
companies we’ve come across! 
All the cotton used in the 
production has been reclaimed 
from either the offcuts from the 
factories or from discarded cotton 
from charity shops. The fabric is 
then ripped and shredded, then 
spun into yarn again to be made 
into socks for you.
The socks have a content of the 
following:
62% Cotton, 22% Polyester, 
15% Nylon, 1% Lycra

Mis-Matching Socks
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Trade Descriptions Act
We take everycare that the description and specification of our products 
are correct. However the descriptions and specifications in this 
catalogue are not intended to be binding and intended as only a general 
description of the products. Colour reproduction is as accurate as 
printing technology allows but occasionally slight differences may occur. 
Prices and offer are valid until 30th Nov 2020

Data Protection Act
Our data collection and storage is governed by the UK Data Protection Act.
We may occasionally swap our mailing list with other like minded companies whose products we think 
will be of interest. Your details will not be added to their mailing list unless you request it. 

If you do not wish to receive any further mailings from forever amano, please email 
 james@foreveramano.com and we will remove you from our list.

Forever Amano is the trading name of BDCT Ltd.  Reg. 8398789, in England and Wales. 
Reg. address 3-4 Church Mews, Churchill Way, Macclesfield SK11 6AY. Forever amano trades at 3rd Floor, Cheetham Mill, Park St. Stalybridge, Cheshire SK15 2BT    
 VAT number 932794593

ORDER ON LINE: Its easy, speedy and safe to order online. Check size, colour availability and any other offers at  www.
foreveramano.com
ORDER ON THE PHONE: Call 01457 761230 to speak to our friendly and knowledgeable customer service team. 
8.00 to 10.00 pm Mon-Fri and Sat and Sun from 9.00 to 5.00
ORDER BY POST: Send a cheque or payment details along with your order to the address below, please include a tel. 
number for us to contact you. 
CUSTOMER ENQUIRIES: Call us on 01457 761230 and we can answer any problems on delivery and any bizarre or 
unusual or simple question you would like to discuss.  OR email love@foreveramano.com
SIZE:  The model in our pictures is the wonderful and very beautiful Sophia (Blond) and is a size 10. 
RETURNS: Your peace of mind is important to us. So we give you 30 days to decide whether you want to keep your 
item, if you want more time please call us. If you do return the item we strongly advise you to make sure you get 
proof of postage and it can be tracked as we cannot accept any responsibility for return items that fail to reach us. 
Should there be anything wrong with your our quality merchandise please return the piece and we will refund you 
your postage, as well as finding an appropriate solution to the issue.
The return address is Amano trades at 3rd Floor, Cheetham Mill, Park St. Stalybridge, Cheshire SK15 2BT

WASHING: We recommend you hand wash or dry clean the majority of the the garments taking care to use low 
impact and soft washing detergents. When drying don’t hang, brush, twist, just lay flat without distorting the shape. 
All the garments will have very clear washing instructions that are pertinent to the particular item. 

TRADING PARTNERS. We work with knitters that have been with amano for a life time, since 1989! We attempt to 
work honestly and respectfully in all the ways we can. We can’t compete with the larger companies on price and 
speed of delivery, but we can compete on quality, design and imagination: the magic is produced by the team. The 
production and labour that goes into a hand knit bestowes a soul on the garments that can’t be replicated by the big 
knitting machines. Our knitwear lasts for many years and is the epitome of slow fashion! We use low impact dyes 
and blend our fibre to create our colours saving on carbon heavy methods of dying.

ABOUT US AND FEELING GOOD.
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If undelivered please return to: Forever Amano, 3rd Floor, 
Cheethams Mill, Stalybridge, Cheshire, Sk15 2BT. Please recycle 
me or give me to a friend!

People Wrap  Inspired by indigenous artwork,  a mix of colours and 
pattern.Handknit in Ecuador in luxurious soft Peruvian wool. 2 Sizes:Chest 
s/m 120cm 47”  m/l 140cm 55” 
20MH226  Denim:    £225


